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Figure Two

step 2: comparative Evaluation - use and operating costs - criteria for Assessment

Criterion and Priority Comments

Prime Time lce Pad Bookings: Total

Hours Booked - Low Priority

Tolal hours booked is a reasonable measure of overall community service.

Prime time is the most meaningful measure of use given that no arena will

be fully utilized in non-prime time,

Prime Time lce Pad Bookings:

Percentage Utilization of Available

Prime Time in a Typical Week - Low

Priority

Utilization rates are a distinct measure from total hours booked and

address the efficiency of ice utilization, The measure is for a typical week

because there are variations in the shoulder seasons.

lce Pad Use: Total Number of Users

Accommodated in Programs Not

Represented by lce Bookings - Low

Priority

This measure deals with ice pad use noJ represented by organized rentals,

(e.9. public skating or school use). The measure was based on any

available information and/or staff estimates,

Arena Floor Bookings: Total Hours

Booked for Organized League Use -
Low Priority

These are bookings/rentals for such things as ball hockey or lacrosse that

require the entire arena {loor and are regularly scheduled versus

occasional uses. Non-ice arena floor use is limited at all arenas and could

be readily accommodated at other locations; consequently it is assigned a

low priority,

Arena Floor Bookings: Total Hours

Booked for Special Events - Medium

Priority

Special events include such things as tradeshows, fall fairs or July 1st

celebrations that require the entire arena floor, While these special events

will represent a very small portion of arena bookings, they can be

important local community events and are not easily accommodated

elsewhere; consequently they were assigned a medium priority.
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Step Three: Speclal Considerations

Finally, criteria addressing a number of special considerations were identified, These may not apply to all

arenas and as such don't lend themselves to the comparative evaluation used in Step Two. This analysis

focused on considerations that are unique to a particular arena thal are relevant to decisions concerning

closures and might be significant enough to alter the conclusions reached in Step 1 and 2,

dmA Planning & Management Services
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Arena Meeting Room/Hall

Bookings: Total Hours Booked for

Regular Programs - Medium Priority

The measure applies to regularly schoduled activities and programs such

as a senior's group weekly meeting or a fitness class in an arena hall. A

medium priority was assigned because these can be important community

programs for local residents.

Arena Meeting Room/Hall

Bookings: TolalHours Booked for

Special Events - Low Priority

Special events include occasional rentals for meetings, banquets,

weddings, or other similar activities. Because these are occasional events

that often could be accommodated elsewhers without inconveniencing

users, a low priority was assigned,

Operating Expenditures: Annual

operating expenditures per square foot

of facility space - Medium Priority

Operating Expenditures : Total

Operating Cost Subsidy - Low Priority

This is a measure of the cost of providing the service and while it is not the

same as capital costs that can be entirely avoided by closing an arena, it

is desirable to close arenas that are costing the City more to operate and

transfer the use and lherefore some of the costs to other facilities.

Expressing these costs relative to the size of the arena is the appropriate

approach on the assumption that larger arenas are providing some level of

community service in the additional space.

This is a measure of the efliciency of the operation, However, a low priority

was assigned because lower subsidies are often the result of higher levels

of use (and therefore revenues) and this use and revenue will likely move

to another arena after clogure,
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Figure Three

Step 3: Special Considerations - Criteria for Assessment

Replacement Costs for

Municipal Facilities:

lf a municipal facility is lost due to an arena closure, the anticipated cost of

r€placement through new construction; renovation and/or rental of an exisling

space would be a consideration. However, this would not be the case if there

were plans to replace the facility or it was an understood component of the new

twin pad arenas (e,9, halls and meeting rooms), Criterion only applies to

municipal facilities that must be replaced at the City's cost,

Significant Change in

Service Area Population

This would be a consideration if a major increase in population was anticipated

in the vicinity of an arena and this additional population could not be reasonably

accommodated at an existing arena that will be retained or at a new twin pad

arena.

Arena Access This would be a consideration if afier closing an arena a significant proportion of

users of lhat arena did not have reasonable access to an alternate location.

Arenas are major recreation facilities which most users access by car, ln rural

areas a drive time under 30 minutes would be reasonable.

Alternative Uses for the

Arena Site:

lf specific community needs (such as an absence of parkland) have been

identified in other municipal planning documents and could be addressed on a

site vacated by a decommissioned arena, this would be a consideration.

Other Special Considerations Other issues if identified by the community or community stakeholders that were

be relovant to particular arenas would be considered,
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AssessueNT oF Angruns FoR CLoSURE

Step One - Gapltal Cost Avoldance

Figure Four describes essential and long term capital costs4 for the eight single pad arenass.

As expected, this assessment clearly indicates that Fenelon Falls is not a candidate for closure due to

extremely low essential and long term costs. As the City's newest arena, we should expect nothing but

minor maintenance and repairs for the next twenty years of its life span. Bobcaygeon is a close second in

terms of limited essential and long term costs and would therefore by the second candidate for retention,

I Essential costs are the minimum required to keep the ar€na open and are therofore relevant to lhe arenas that will be closed.

Long term costs cover items necessary to maintain he arena for the foreseeable future and are therefore relevant to lhe two
single pad arenas lhat will be relained. (NOTE: lnlormatlon on capital conservalion costs is only available for the next eleven
year. Consequently, the long term costs in Figure Four do not represent the entire investment that will be requhed to retain lhe

two single pad arenas.
t 

This data was complied from the following sources: Facility Condition Assessment, 2016 - Altus Group Limited; Energy

Efficiency Study, 2015 -Ameresco; City lce Plant and System Equipment Replacement Updale, Staff Report PRC2013-005
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Figure Four

Essential and Long Term Capital Conservation Costs

Arena Essential Costs Long Term Costs
Total - Essenlial and

Long Term

Fenelon Falls $80,000 $0 $80,000

Bobcaygeon $214,111 $149,200 $363,311

ops $221,350 $1,542,365 $1,763,715

Emily-Omemee $576,000 $1,214,580 $1,790,590

Manvers $584,800 $1,882,580 $2,467,380

Woodville $44,000 $1,280,000 $1,324,000

Oakwood $130,224 $1,614,000 $1,744,224

Little Britain $457,520 $1,345,400 $1,802,920

TOTAL $2,323,585 $9,012,545 $1'1,336,130
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We note thal Woodville actually has the lowest cost for essential repairs because Council authorized a

major capital expenditure in 2010 to allow the arena to open for the 2017 season. These costs are not

represented in Figure Four, However, when essential and long term costs are considered, Woodville joins

the oiher arenas (except for Fenelon Falls and Bobcaygeon), with anticipated expenditures in the $1.3-

$2.5M range.

B0s0d solOlv on the Sleo One criteria that involve avoidino caoital conservation costs, Fenelon Falls and

Bobcaygeon are the two single pad arenas that should be retained.

Sequence of Arena Closlng

It is possible to suggest an order of priority for closing arenas based on the anticipated essential

expenditures required prior to 2018; between 2018 and 2022; and between 2022 and 2026. (See Figure

Five). These are only the expenditures that are essential to keep the arena open and, given that the arena

will close within the ten year timeframe, the objective is to limit spending prior to closing, Fenelon Falls and

Bobcaygeon will not be closed and are therefore excluded from the following discussion. This discussion

assumes that cost avoidance is the only criterion used to determine the sequence of closing. There may be

other relevant considerations and Council will need to consider allfactors when deciding the timing for

arena closures.

While it would be possible (and prudent to maximize cost savings) to close two arenas in 2017, for this

discussion we have assumed that one arena will be closed in2017: that two additional arenas will be

closed between 2018 and 2022 to coincide with the conskuction of the first twin pad; and that the last three

arenas will be closed between 2022 and 2026 to coincide with the construction of the second twin pad.
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Figure Five
Essential Capital Conservation Costs by Time Period

Arena TotalCosts 2016-17 2018-22 2023-26
Emily-Omemee $576,000 $75,000 $47,000 $454,000
Little Britain $457,520 $45.000 $322,520 $90,000
Manvers $s84,800 $45,000 $26,000 $513.800
Oakwood $130.224 $58,000 $32,824 $39.400
ops $221,350 $0 $22,000 $199,350
Woodville $44,000 $0 $13.000 $31,000
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There are two options for determining the s€quenc€ of closing, ln the first option, arenas with the highest

costs in each of the time periods noted abovs are closed. Consequently, Emily-Omemee would closo in

2017; Litlle Britain and Oakwood in2018-22 and the remaining arenas in 2023-26.

However, this option is only reasonable if (1) the City is sure that it can strictly adhere to the schedule noted

above and build the first twin pad before 2022 and the second befure 2026; and (2) that the anticipated

timing of the essential costs is accurate as predicted so that none of the cost items included in the 2023-26

projection need to be replaced earlier. Neither of these conditions are likely; consequently we recommend a

second option where the priority is to close the arenas with the highest overall essential costs,

ln terms of total essential costs, Manvers, Emily-Omemee and Little Britain far exceed lhose of lhe other

arenas. Closing these arenas guarantees the City will not incur much higher than expected costs due to

delays in twin pad construction or earlier than anticipated failure of essential items, Liftle Britain would be

the first candidate for closing based on the high costs anticipated in the 2018-22 period, followed by

Manvers and Emily-Omemee. Little Britain would close in 2017 and the other two arenas in the 2018-22

period, fhree arenas would then close in the 2023-26 period - in order of priority: Ops, Oakwood and

Woodville. This sequence of closures is illuskated in Figure Six.

Figure Six

Schedule for Arena C lf Cost Avoidance Was the

Arenas to be Closed (in order of priority)

Manvers and Emily-Omemee

2023-2026
ops

Oakwood

Woodville
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Step Two - Comparative Measures - U6e and Operating Costs

The purpose of the Step Two analysis was to determine if any of the measures of use and operating costo

were so significant that they would cause us to revise the Step One recommendalion to retain Fenelon

Falls and Bobcaygeoon. Actual values are illustrated in Figure Seven and the comparative measures and

aggregate scores in Figure Eight, The results do not indicate the Step One conclusions should be revised.

The aggregate scores range from 17 to 26 - occupying the lower mid-range in a scale where the minimum

and maximum score are 12 and 36. (Figure Eight)

Fenelon Falls commands the second highest score, reinforcing the Slep One conclusion that this is the

prime candidate for retention,

With the exception of Oakwood, the other preferred candidates for closure from the Step One analysis

(Emily-0memee, Little Britain, Manvers and Ops) occupy the middle ground in the Step Two scores, with

values of 17 - 20. There is nothing significantly different in the use and operating costs of these arenas and

nothing that would suggest a unique circumstance that should over-ride the Step One conclusion that they

should be closed due to relatively high capital conservalion costs,

Oakwood had the highest Step Two score at 26, This reflects relatively high use of both the ice pad, arena

floor and hall/meeting rooms combined with relatively moderate operating costs. With respect to both use

and operating costs, Oakwood generally occupied middle ground - neither the best or the worst values

among the eight single pad arenas, While consistently occupying the middle ground allowed Oakwood to

achieve the highest score, the results do not suggest a special circumslance that is more important than

Oakwood's higher long term capital conservation costs relative to Fenelon Falls and Bobcaygeon,

While the Step One analysis clearly supported Bobcaygeon as the second most attractive arena for

retention, Woodville was a distant third, lnterestingly, both arenas scored poorly in the Step Two analysis.

Both had low scores on most measures of use and operating costs, Bobcaygeon's total ice hours booked

were lower than all other arenas because of a shorter ice season due to the Fall Fair. However, at 67% and

680/o respectively Woodville and Bobcaygeon had lhe lowest levels of prime time utilization, Neither arena

is well used, Bobcaygeon was awarded full points for special event use of the arena floor (the use by the

Fair) but this is the only category of use where the maximum points available were awarded to either arena.
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Data from the 2015 operaling season was used to compile these measures,
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Both arcnas scorcd wsllon opsrating cost subskly and Woodvlle was sllghty bethr on oponting cost por

squar foot. There ls nofihg significant ln these measurcs that would dlstlnguish between he Bobcaygeon

and Woodvllle arcnas and suggest Woodvtrlle might be elevabd fiom ib thltd place pooition following the

Step One analysls to replace Bobcaygeon as the seoond arena r€commended br retenton
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Figure Seven

Step Two Comparative Measures - Actual Valrcs
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Note: The sclres rivere determined by separating the actual values in Figure Seven into quartiles and assigning a score of 1 to values falling bet'*een lhe lirst
and secnnd quartile; a value of two to those between the second and third quartile; and a value of 3 to those bet\{een the hird rrd fourth quartile, A score of
0 was assigned when there was no use.

These scores were lhen weighted by multiplying values for medium priuity cdteria (arena floor special event use and expenditures per square foot) by two
and low piority criteria (allothers) by one.
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Figure Eight

Step Two Comparative Measures - Weighted Rankings
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Step Three - Special Gonsiderations

A review of special considerations was the final step in the assessment. The four special consideration

criteria identified as part of the study process are discussed below,z

Replacement Cost of Facilities. With one possible exception, the decommissioning of arenas would not

result in the loss of municipal facilities that would have to be replaced at the City's cost, This assumes that

halls and meeling rooms in the existing single pad arenas will be replaced with comparable or superior

facilities in the new twin pads,

The exception is the local library branch in the Little Britain arena. While the Library Board has not

produced a long term plan for future facilities, we understand that branches have been closed in recent

years and the number and type of library facilities is under review. Most County library systems in rural

areas of Ontario are sftuggling with the challenge of providing contemporary services from numerous small,

out'dated facilities, With the development of a new twin pad arena, the Board will have an opportunity to

establish a modern branch at a significant new community focal point, While the Board has not committed

to this course of action, it is a reasonable assumption for this analysis and consequently the library in the

Little Britain arena was not considered a relevant reason for retaining the facility,

Alternative Uses of the Site. A requirement for additional active parkland in Woodville was identifled in the

City's Parks, Recreation and Culture Strategic Plan. The Cig has not been able to address this requirement

because of a lack of parkland and the arena site could be used for this purpose following closure.

Population Change: The City of Kawartha Lakes GrowUr Management Strategya provides estimates of

residential development potential for both Urban Settlement areas and hamlets, A total of 15,855 potential

units are identified in the City's four ufian settlement areas (Lindsay, Fenelon Falls, Bobcaygeon and

Omemee), with most designated for Lindsay and Bobcaygeon(71.40/o and 18,3% of the totalrespectively).

This represents roughly 11,000 and 3,000 units in Lindsay and Bobcaygeon, ln addition to lhe urban

t These considerations were identified by staff. No olher relevant arena-specific special considerations emerged ftom the publlc
meeting or workshop wilh stakeholders (see Appendix A for furlher discussion),
e MHBC Planning Ltd. City of Kawarlha Lakes GroMh Managemenl Skategy. I'tay 2011Update. Pages 38-39.
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settlement areas, 1,254 potential units are identified for the hamlets, with Woodville accounting for 138

units (the fourth largest number follou/ing Bethany, Pontypool and Kinmount),

For lhe purposes of our assessment, the Bobcaygeon projection is the most significante. With the excoption

of Lindsay (which will continue to be served by the existing twin pad), Bobcaygeon is the only settlement in

the City where the projected population is large enough to be a factor in our recommendation for retaining

arenas. This consideration shengthens the Step One analysis suggesting it should be the second arena for

retention,

Access: The final special consideration is access. The question is whether an arena should be retained

because closing it would mean that current users do not have reasonable access to an altemate locallon.

Given that the Fenelon Falls and Bobcaygeon aro recommended for retention, this consideration only

applies to Manvers. Manvers users would be roughly 20 minutes from the existing twin pad in Lindsay and

likely closer to a new twin pad in the Southeast district of the municipalitylo. These users also have closer

options in adjoining municipalities.

Conclusion - Special Considerations

Special considerations were identilied at Little Bdtain and Manvers: the replacement of the local library

branch and longer commuting times respectively. Manvers and Little Britain had the highest longer term

capital conservation costs of all arenas ($2.5M and $1.8M respectively) and consequently were prime

candidates for closure based on the Step One analysis, These special considerations are not significant

enough to overturn that conclusion,

This assessment suggests that the Fenelon Falls and Bobcaygeon arenas will be retained and the six

single pad arenas in the south will be replaced with two new twin pads. This arrangement seems to be the

most consistent wilh Council's direction. Fenelon Falls and Bobcaygeon will be retained as single pads and

even if either site could accommodate a new twin pad (which they cannot - see discussion in the next

chapter), it would make no sense to have three of Kawartha Lakes' I ice surfaces in the north. Closing the

g 
Some slakeholders suggested that groMh in Bobcaygeon was not relevant because it would almost exclusively be

seniors/retirement housing, This is not the case according the Growth Managiement projections.
r0 These are estimates based on travel lirne by car between exisling arenas, We acknowledge that some users will have longer
(or shorter) travel times depending on where they live relative to the existing arena.
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six single pads in the south and replacing them with two twin pads, augmented by the twin pad in Lindsay,

should bdng these arenas to near capacity levels. lt will create an appropriate fit between demand and

supply. With both Fenelon Falls and Bobcaygeon, the north will continue to be over-supplied and even with

the growlh projected in Bobcaygeon it is unlikely that full utilization will be achieved, This may have

implications at some future date for the Bobcaygeon arena, but at this time having two single pads in the

north and three twin pads in Lindsay and the south is the best distribution of ice pads to meet Council's

directive.

Conclusion and Recommendation: Assessment of Arenas for Closure

Arena Assessment Recommendation l: The existing single pad arenas in Fenelon Falls and

Bobcaygeon should be retained. Single pad arenas in Emily-Omemee, Little Britain, Manvers, Oakwood,

Ops and Woodville should be closed and replaced with two new twin pad arenas,

Arena Assessment Recommendation 2: The City should determine a schedule br the closing of the

arenas to minimize ongoing costs and reflect any other relevant factors. As many as two ice surfaces could

be closed as early as 2017, with the following four ice surfaces closed to coincide with the opening of the

new twin pads.
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4.0 Srre SelecrroN PRocEss FoR Twttt Pno Anenls

ItttRooucroN

The site selection process identifies locations for the two twin pad arenas that will replace the six single pad

arenas slated for closure by 2026,

This is a preliminary assessment ol sufficient scope to idenli$ with reasonable certainty candidate sites

where a twin pad arena could be developed. The assessment was based on site visits and information, as

available, from municipal records. Site visits entailed visual inspection only and the following consideralions

were not part of the site assessment:

o Site surveys to identiff precise sizes, configunations and developable areas.

. Engineering and sub-soil testing for soil bearing capacities.

. Environmental assessments including testing for soil contamination or any other condilions

resulling from previous use of sites,

. Geotechnical, hydrological, or anthropology studies related to specific site conditions,

. Traffic studies.

r Architectural or site planning studies to determine the "fit" of the proposed twin pad with existing

structures or sile features, including natural features affecting slopes, drainage or other

determinants of developable area and costs.

These considerations will need to be investigated lurther before a site can be confirmed

The following assumptions were adopted for this assessment:

. The City will not incur land acquisition costs in the development of the new arenas. The sites to be

assessed include those where arenas will close. 0ther sites available to the municipality at no

significant cost would have also been considered, but no candidates were identified.

Consequently, the site assessment was limited to locations were single pad arenas will close,

. fhe site selection process for the new twin pads was part of the larger arena rationalization

shategy. Consequently, the cost of demolishing existing arenas that are recommended for closure

was not considered in selecting sites for new twin pads.
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. Major existing, useable buildings will not be relocated and consequently must be subtracted from
the area of the site available for development of the twin pad arena. This restriction will not apply
in situations where the building is slated for decommissioning.

. lf required to accommodate the arena, exlsting outdoor facilities such as playgrounds or ball
diamonds can be relocated. However, the cost of relocation and redevelopment will be a
consideration in the evaluation of the site.

. Unless advised othanruise by the Planning Department, it is assumed that the nature of existing
development surrounding the site will be constant (e,9, there are no major development proposals,
plans to introduce incompatible uses, etc,)

r The locations for the two new twin pads will reflect the historical distribution of arenas in Kawartha
Lakes. Consequently, a twin pad will not be located in the Cenhal recreation area (Lindsay) which
is cunently the site of the City's only twin pad arena, Furthermore, two twin pads will not be
located in any one of the remaining recreational areas (North, Southwest, Southeast).

Strr SelEcloN PRocESS AND CRrrenrR

The site assessment was a two-step process, The first step involved application of a limited number of

screening criteria. Sites that did not conform to these criteria were rejected, The second step involved a

comparative evaluation of the remaining sites, The criteria applied in each step are noted below,

Step One: Site Screening Process

The following criteria wers used to screen sites,

1. Site acquisition costs - the site must be municipally owned or available to the municipality at little
or no cost. Site acquisition costs will be avoided by using municipally owned property or property
available from another public or private provider at a nominalcost.

2. Size of development area - the portion of the site available for develooment must be of sufficient
size to accommodate lhe proposed twln pad arena, parking and a minimum buffer area. Available
for development means free of any major conshaints that would not be typical in preparing a site
for development such as steep slopes; flood plains; unsuilable soil conditions; requirements lo
relocate major service corridors or infraskucture, etc. For the purposes of this assessment, ws
have defined the minimum development area required for a new twin pad arena as 5 acres.
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3. Zoning - sites will be rejected if the existing zoning does not allow the proposed use and, in the

opinion of planning staff, a revised designation to allow the twin pad would not be supported.

4, Access - sites must have dhect access to a major arterial road.

5, Compatible use - sites where land uses adjacent to or in the immediate vicinity would so

adversely affect recreation use or where recreational use would so adversely affect existing land

uses that the development would be unacceptable, will be rejected.

As noted above, because no other candidates were identified, only sites that are currenlly used for single

pad arenas slated for decommissioning were considered. All of these sites are owned by the municipality or

a not-for-profit community association; are cunently zoned for recreational uses, and these recreational

uses are compatible with surrounding land uses, Consequently, the site screening criteria were limited to

size of the development area and access.

Step Two: Comparatlve Slte Evaluation

The following criteria were used to compare sites that pass the initial screen,

Size

o Potential for future expansion of the twin pad - sites with area suitable for development that
exceed that required for the twin pad will be preferred because they can accommodate

future expansion of rscreation facilities. Sufficient additional land to accommodate a major
facility expansion must be available for a preference to be indicated using this criterion.

. Potential to accommodate outdoor facilities - larger sites that would accommodate the twin
pad and also allow for new outdoor facility development are prefened.

Access

. Centrality to cunent and future population - sites that are closer to the Gity's cunent and

future population centres that will be the source of users are preferred.

. Bariers to pedestrian access - sites that are direcUy accessible from existing pedestrian or
cycle ways are prefened, Because the majority of users will arrive by car, a preference will
be assigned to sitas on major arterials. Consequently, major arlerial roads are not

considered a banier to pedestrian access,

Compatibility

r Contribution to corporale objectives - preference is given lo sites where the development of
the twin pad may contribute to other documented corporate objectives for lhe site or the

surrounding area, such as acting as acatalystforthe revitalization of a localbusiness area

or community focal point.
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. Compatibility with sunounding uses - a preference is given to sites where the proposed

recreation facilities will be compatible with surrounding land uses. Compatible land uses will
generally be open space and other community facilities; however, this will be judged on a
site specific basis. lf the proposed twin pad is judged to have negative lmpacts (visual, noise,
congestion) on surrounding land uses, the site is considered less desirable.

. Complementary uses - sites are preferred where adjacent land uses or existing on.site uses
that will be retained complement the recommended facilities and conbibute to an enhanced
level of service or enjoyment for users of the facilities.

o Municipal services - sites with full municipal services or anticipated to be serviced in the
nsxt ten years are preferred, Full servicing will generally limit costs and provide much
greater potential for future expansion; efficient use of the site; energy efficiencies etc.

. Site development costs - higher lhan normal site development costs due to unique site
conditions (i.e. poor drainage, less than ideal topography, etc,) result in a lower preference.

This criterion applies to areas of the site that are considered available for development but
have condilions that may result in higher construction costs, The criterion will be

operationalized based on previous studies available from staff or the opinion of staff familiar
with the site.

r ManagemenVoperationalcost savings - preference is given to sites where unique
opportunities may allow the Gity to more efficiently or effectively operate the recommended
facilities in a manner that will conhibute to cost savings (e.9. if existing facilities on site might
conkibute to more efficient deployment of staff or equipment).

. Replacement costs - a lower preference is attached to sites where outdoor facilities that are
cunently scheduled and used by the community must be relooated or replaced to
accommodate the twin pad arena.

. Development schedule - sites are preferred that do not have constraints that may contribute
to delays in construction and, therefore, affect the timing of development or add to the cost,

. Visibility - the new twin pads are major community facilities and should be highly visible. A
prominent location will not only conkibute to familiarity and use, it will be a symbol of civic
pride and create a strong community focal point, A visible location, therefore, is preferred.

o Loss of a local resource - in some cases the development of the twin pad might displace or
relocate a neighbourhood serving resource that cannot be readily replaced in the local area.
This would be the case, for example, when scarce open space resources or neighbouftood
serving recreation features were lost to lhe recreation development. Sites where local
resources are not lost are preferred,
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Afrer reviewing the sites subject to the comparative evaluation, six critoria were dropped from the

ass€ssment because they were not applicable and/or did not assist in distinguishing between sites. The

following comparative evaluation criteria were eliminated:

o Potential to accommodate outdoor facilities, None of the sites aro large enough to
accommodate a twin pad arena and existing outdoor recreation facilities and still have space

to accommodate additional outdoor recreational resources.

o Baniers to pedeshian access - all of the sites are accessed primarily by car and most have

no immediate connection to a built up urban area where pedestrian access might be a

consideration. The Ops site is associated with the Trans Canada Trail, and while this may
presenl an alternative access to outdoor amenities at the site particularly as population

grows in the area, it was not consider a significant enough consideration to impact the site

assessment.

o Contribution to corporate objectives - documented corporate objectives were not identified

for any site or sunounding area.

. ManagemenUoperationalcost savings - no unique opportunities for the City to more

efficiently or effectively operate the recommended facilities at any location were identified

r Development schedule - none of the sites have constraints that may contribute to delays in

conshuction,

r Loss of local resource - this was not a factor at any of the sites. While in some cases there
were unique local resources (such as a cenotaph at the Oakwood site), there is no indication

these would be lost if a twin pad was developed,

Two other qualifications should be noted with respect to this analysis

A consideration for some of the sites (Oakwood, Little Britain, Ops and Manvers) is the existence of public

works facilities and/or fire halls, The City is cunently preparing plans for the future of these facilities which

may result in relocation and consolidation. These plans are not finalized and the impact on this process is

unclear. We have commented on the possible implications and this analysis should be updated when

additional information is available.
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Finally, in two cases (Ops and Little Britain) the sites were positively evaluated because the schools

adjacent to the site wers considered complementary uses, We understand that schools aro being reviewed

in Kawartha Lakes and there may be some future closures. This analysis might also be updated when this

information is available; however, in this case the criterion was assigned a low priority and it would not have

a major impact on our recommsndations.

Site Evaluatlon Crlterla - Prlorltles and Weights

Sites were judged to fulfill the criteria completely, parlially, in a limited manner or not at all and assigned a

score (3, 2, 1 or 0 respectively) indicating preference, Each criterion was also weighled based on high,

medium or low significance and assigned a value ol 3,2, and 1 respectively, The aggregate score for each

slte was determined based on the application of the weighted criterion. The site with the highest score was

preferrod. The criteda and weights used in the assessment are noted below.

. Size - Potenlialfor Future Expansion

. Cost - Municipal Services

. Cost - Site Development C,osts

. Access - Cenkality to Population Served

. Compatibility - Compatibility with Sunounding Uses

. Cost - Replacement Costs

. Other- Visibility

Compalibility - Complementary Uses
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Tne Srre Assessugnr

Sites Screening

The Woodville site was eliminated because it is too small to accommodate a twin pad arena (2.8 acres

where a minimum size of 5 acres has been suggested),

The Manvers site (estimated at 2-3 acres) was also eliminated because it is too smallto accommodate the

twin pad, The Manvers arena site is adjacent to a City public works yard. As noted, the future of public

works yards is under review in Kawartha Lakes. lf the combined public works and arena site (about 13

acres) was avaihbb for recreational use, the twin pad might be accommodated, While this could be

reviewed when a final decision on public works yards is available, the Manvers location would not be highly

rated using the cornparative site selection criteria. lt has two major drawbacks. First, the area between the

arena site and public works yard is a wooded, ravine and the elevations and site characteristics of the

overall location suggest much higher site development'costs than other available sites. Second, of all

possible sites, this location is the furthest removed from potential users, ln addition to these major

drawbacks, the site is not serviced, would not allow future facility expansion, and likely cannot

accommodate outdoor recreation facilities. Visibility, complementary community uses (two schools in the

immediate vicinity) and the absence of replacement costs are the only significant strengths of the site.

The Fenelon Falls and Bobcaygeon arenas were the two single pad arenas recommended for retention in

the first part of this analysis. Consequently, they are not candidates for new twin pads. However, it is worth

noting that both locations would be eliminated in the screening process if they were candidates. Fenelon

Falls at 2 acres is too small. At 4.8 acres, the Bobcaygeon site approaches the minimum required size.

However, the configuration and characteristics of the site suggestthatthe developable area is less than 4.8

acres. Perhaps more importantly, the site is owned by the Agricultural Society. While ownership by a

community association would nol automatically eliminate the site, in this case the entire site area would be

occupied by the twin pad arena and the grounds for the Fall Fair and trailer park would be lost. Without

these activities, the site would have no value or purpose for the Agricultural Society. lt is unlikely therefore
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that they would agree to this proposal unless another site was purchased by the City for their use.

However, this would entail site acquisition costs thereby eliminating the site ftom consideraton.

Based on available information and visual inspection none of the remaining sites have development

constraints that would elirninate them from consideration. However, as discussed further below, some of

the sites have significant site development challenges that at the very least would substantially increase

costs, perhaps to the point where they were prohibitive, Site development constraints must be further

investigated and might lead to the further screening of sites. No site.specific planning, engineering or traffic

studies were conducted and it will be necessary to confirm with further study that site conditions do not

preclude the development of a twin pad arena,

Based on this preliminary analysis, the following existing arena sites were considered as locations for a

new twin pad arena,

. Emily-Omemee

r Little Britian

. Oakwood

. Ops

The following is a brief description of the sites. Aerial photographs of the sites are included in Appendix B

and should be referenced to cladff lhe following descriptions.

Enily-Omenee

This is a rectangular 11.8 acre site bordering Sturgeon Road, with agriculture, pasture land and woodlots

as adjacent land uses, There are no adjacent residential uses. The arena, arena parking and an unlit ball

diamond are the only on-site facilities, The ball diamond is not used.

The site has no municipal services and is not expected to be serviced in the next ten years. lt is located

about 11 minutes from the nearest alternate arena (Ops).
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The arena and ball diamond are located along the northem boundary of the site, occupying most of the

existing developable aroa, The south and central portion of the site is wooded and the elevation drops off

to the south,

ops

This is an inegularly shaped, 20,5 acre site bordering Highway 7, Agriculture, pasture land and woodlots

and a few large residential lots are adjacent land uses. There is also an elementary school adjacent to the

site with direct pedestrian access via a wooded, parkland connection. ln addition to the arena and arena

parking, there is a wooded park area, playground and three ball diamonds (two of which are lit) on-site. The

ball diamonds ate all well used. Two other buildings located near the Highway 7 boundary share the arena

parking lot. These are an active fire hall and a vacant former Community Services building. The site is

connected to the Lindsay urban area (and beyond) by the Trans Canada Trail.

The site has no municipal services but seruices are expected in the nexl ten years as urban development

proceeds on lhe west side of Lindsay. lt is located about 11 minutes from Emily-Omemee arena and 5

minutes from the Lindsay twin pad arena.

There is a large wooded section of the site running in a north-west direction fiom the centre of the site to

the boundary. This appears to be the only saction of the site where development constraints may be

encountered due to drainage issues.

Little Britain

At 22,1 acres this is the largest of the four sites, lt is an active community park site in the central part of the

hamlet of Little Britain. The site is accessed from both Eldon Road and Little Britain Road, The arena is set

back on the site and visibility from the road is somewhat restricted. The site is bordered by a residential

street with more than a dozen single detached homes to the west, agricultural land to the east and an

elementary school to the south. A shared soccer field is located on arena land adjacent to the school site,

ln addition to the arena and arena parking, there is a large wooded park area with benches and tables, a

playground and three well used ball diamonds (one of which is lit). An abandoned tennis court is adjacent

to the arena parking, An active fire hall is also located on the site.
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The site is serviced with naturalgas, lt is located about 6 minutes from the Oakwood arena.

The slte ls generally frat and would appear to present few development constraints. A drainage swale exists

between the soccer field and arena site and the wooded area in the south east section of the site may

present challenges associated with changes in elevation and drainage.

Oakwood

This 14,9 acre site on the edge of the built up area in the hamlet of Oakwood accommodates both

recreational and public works uses. The site is accessed from Eldon Road which forms the western

boundary of the site. However, a number of land uses (community hall, playground, cenotaph, two

residential lots) front on the road somewhat restricting visibility of the arena and parkland. The site is

bordered to the south and east by suburban residential development, and to the north east and north by

agriculture uses. As noted above, the public works yard occupies the north west corner of the site.

ln addition to the arena and arena parking, there are two lit ball diamonds and an unlit soccer lield on the

site. The main ball diamond is used by the local minor ball association; the other diamond is not well used.

The site has municipal water services. lt is located about 6 minutes from the Little Britain arena.

There are no natural features or wooded areas on the site, The site is relatively flat and the area not

accommodating the arena, public works yard and parking are fully occupied by active playing fields,

suggesting that changes in elevation and drainage would not be major site development issues,

Comparatlve Slte Evaluatlon

The results of the comparative site evaluation are noted below. While the scoring is somewhat subjective it

provides a relative ranking of the sites based on the available information and ths selected criteria, While

subjective and based on visual inspection, the scoring for many of the criteria are relatively straightforward

and explained in the discussion that follows, However further explanation is required for some of the

criterion; the following guidelines were used to assign points:

Potential for Future Expansion: None of the sites appoar capable of accommodating a future third ice pad

which would have resulted in a perfect score of 3. lf no further indoor expansion seems possible, a score of
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0 was assigned, lf a modest expansion (e.9. enough to accommodate an expanded program area or a

library branch) a score of 1 or 2 was assigned,

Figure Nine

Comparative Site Evaluation Results

'Slte .Emlly ops Oakwood

Site Evaluation Criteria
Size: Potential for Future
Expansion of Fagillty

9-oll i llqnigipa_l Services

Cost: Site pevelopmqn!

Acc,ess I Cgfirg! rU !C_Uf=ef s_

Compatibility: Surrounding
Land Uses

Cost: Replacement of Existing
Facilities

Other: Visibilily
Compatibility: Complementary
Community U_ses

TOTAL SCORES

weighted
Score

Note:Evaluation(3=fullymeetscriteria,2=partially, 1=limited,0=notatall)

Municipal Services: 3 points were assigned to sites with gas and water; 2 if gas or water; 1 if services were

in the immediate vicinity of the site or expected in the next ten years; 0 if no services and no expectation of

services in the foreseeable future.

Site Development Costs: A perfect score indicated a flat site large enough for the twin pad with no changes

of elevation, drainage issues, woodlots to clear etc, No site received a perfect score. A score of 0 indicated

major site development issues, potentially significant enough to prohibit development - this was the case at

Emily-Omemee, Scor€s of 1 or 2 indicated some concerns but nothing significant enough (based on visual

inspection)to indicate major constraints or costs,
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Centrality/Access to Users: Points were assigned based on relative access to both the arena's service area

and the future population anticipated on the east and w€st side of Lindsay, With the exception of Oakwood,

there was a trade-0ff between access to Lindsay and the service area at most sites.

Cost of Replacing Existing Facilities: A perfect score (3 points) was assigned if the twin pad development

was possible with no impact on existing site facilities and recrealional amenities. A score of 0 poinls were

assigned if a major recreational use was lost, such as a very heavily used lit outdoor playing field. Scores of

1 or 2 were assigned in cases where some facilities wouH potentially be lost or otherwise impacted by the

development. All sites received a score of 1 or 2.

Complamentary Community Uses: A perfect score (3 points) was assigned if there was a major community

use, such as a school, immediately adjacent or part of the site. A score of 0 was assigned when there were

no complementary community uses. Scores of 1 and 2 were assigned for less significant complementary

uses, such as a regional recreational trail connection, a private recreational use, or a fair ground that might

use the arena for a seasonal event, Sites were scored as 0 or 3.

The weighted scores of the sites ranged from 18 to 35, out of a possible maximum score of 57 points.

Given the assumptions adopted for this analysis, the two twin pads will not be located in the same

recreation district, and consequently the assessment of the prefened site will occur in two parts: The

relative merits of Emily-Omemee and Ops in the Southeast and of Oakwood and Little Britain in the

Southwest.

The Southeast Area

Based on the comparative evaluation, the Ops site is prefened by a considerable margin over the Emily-

Omemee location.

The distinction between the Ops and Emily-Omemee site are primarily related to the characteristics of the

site - all of which are high priority considerations. The Emily-Omemee location is a secluded, small, un-

serviced site with very challenging site characteristics. There is no potential for future expansion and

visibility is limited to individuals using the local thoroughfare, Sturgeon Road. Most importantly, the

developable portion of the site is comprised of the existing arena and a ball diamond that is no longer used.
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While the area occupi€d by these uses exceeds the 5 acre minimum, they extend along the northem

boundary of the site in a narrow zone, lt is unclear whether the preferred configuration of a twin pad (ice

surfaces running parallel to one another as with the Lindsay facility) could be achieved on the area of the

site occupied by lhe arena and ball diamond. lnternal site circulation and parking would also be a

challenge. Consequently, it is likely that the southern portion of the site which is a wooded area, with a

sloping elevation and poor drainage would have to be developed. This would increase costs considerably.

It is possible that the development of the twin pad is not possible on this site, However, this could only be

determined with a site survey and preliminary site plan.

ln conhast the Ops location will be serviced in the future, has the best visibility of all sites due to its location

on Highway 7 and is large enough that some future expansion of indoor recreation facilities could be

contemplated. More importantly, the developable portion of the site is flat, largely paved and could readily

accommodate the twin pad with no extraordinary site development costs. The Ops location did not receive

a perfect score on site development costs because some portion of lhe wooded area extending from the

centre of the site to the north east might be impacte.d by development. The Ops location received full points

for complementary land uses because of the adjacent school and Trans Canada Trail connection; no points

were awarded to Emily-Omemee on this criterion.

Because there are no residences or other sensitive land uses adjacent to the Emily-Omemee location it

was prefened to the Ops site (where there are two adjacent residences) on the compatibility with

surrounding areas criterion, This is the only criterion where Emily-Omemee scored higher than Ops, The

sites were scored equally on replacement costs but only because the Emily-Omemee ball diamond, which

would be lost, is not currently used, lt would appear that the existing playing fields could be retained at Ops,

but there would be some potential loss to the outdoor parkland/wooded area as noted above. The sites

were also scored equally on access to users - with Emily-Omemee being preferred relative to the service

area and Ops relalive to future population growth on the west side of Lindsay.

One final issue is the two existing buildings on the Ops site - an abandoned Gommunity Services building

and the fire hall, We understand the former will be demolished. The future of the fire hall is uncertain. lf it

was retained at its current location it would place significant constraints on the developable area of the site

for a new twin pad. This is an important issue and must be resolved to confirm our conclusion that the Ops

site is prefened.
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The Soulhwest Area

Based on the scoring, there is not a significant enough difierence between the Oakwood and Little Britain

locations to conclusively recommend a preferred site,

Neither location is large enough to accommodate a future major expansion to a twin pad; however, both

could likely accommodate some additional indoor recreation facilities. They have the same municipal

service scores. Both sites have adjacent residential development and are therefore comparable relative to

compatible surrounding land uses. ln both cases, the twin pad would likely be set back on the site, with

relatively similar visibility to he major arterial road serving lhe site, The sites received the same score on

these criteria.

The major difference between the sites is that Little Britain has a complementary communig use (the

adjacent school) and Oakwood is more central to the service area, lf Oakwood was the selected site, it

would be situated between the arenas that would close in Woodville and Little Britain and is somewhat

better situated to serve the future population growth on the west side of Lindsay.

The final considerations in compadng the sites are replacement costs and site development costs. At least

one outdoor playing field would be lost at the Oakwood site and it appears that either a ball diamond or part

of the wooded park area would be displaced at the Little Britain site. Because only one diamond at

Oakwood is regularly used, this site was given a higher score on replacement costs, but there are impacts

at both sites, While both sites would appear to have enough flat, developable area to accommodate the

twin pad without incuning higher than normal site development costs, this would need to be conlirmed. At

Oakwood there is a change in elevation ftom the south east corner to the centre of the site (however, this

area is cunently used as a ball diamond, so the change cannot be signiftcant). At Little Britain there is a

swale between the arena and the school site and if part of the wooded area was used additional costs

might be incurred in preparing the site for construction. These do not appear to be major constraints and

the sites were equally scored on site development costs,

This preliminary review would suggest that both sites are acceptable and further study is required to

confirm a preferred site. However, this would not be the case if the public works yard at the Oakwood site

was no longer required and could be used for recreational purposes. lf this area, estimated at about 4

acres, was available the ranking of the Oakwood site would improve considerably. The site would be large
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enough for a future expansion of the arena; none of the existing outdoor recroation facilities would be lost,

visibility would be improved, and areas of the site that might increase site development costs could be

avoided. These are significant enough considerations to recommend Oakwood as the preferred site if the

public works yard was available for the twin pad development.

Concluslon and Recommendation - Evaluation of the Sites

This evaluation provides an initial indication of prefened sites for the twin pad arena; however, this is a

somewhat subjective assessment and based on this level of analysis, it would be premature to select a site

without further investigation to confirm site development potontial and anticipated costs. ln addition, he

final assessment should be based on decisions concerning the public work yards and fire halls on the

preferred sites,

Site Selection Recommendation 1: A final decision on the best sites for the twin pad arenas should be

made in conjunction with the City's plans for work yards, fire halls and other possible municipalfacilities on

the sites under consideration.

Site Selection Recommendation 2: Unless otherwise indicated based on direction ftom Recommendation

1, lhe City should further investigate the preferred sites to confrm they are suitable candidates for the twin

pad arena. The sites that should be investigated further are Ops and both of Oakwood and Little Britain,

unless it is determined that the works yard will be removed from the Oakwood site in which case Oakwood

would be the prefened location forfurther investigation,

Site Selection Recommendation 3: At minimum, the additional investigation should involve the

preparation of a site plan demonstrating the manner in which the building and parking would be

accommodated on the site and the identificalion of existing facilities or amenities that would be lost and site

characteristics within the area slated for development that may increase costs.
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Appendix A

Community lnput
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Summary of Community lnput to the Methodology

Community members were invited to provide input to the study process in two ways: a workshop with arena

users and a public meeting. At both sessions the study purpose and process was explained; the

methodology, assumptions and criteria for selecting arenas to close and choosing sites for new twin pads

were described; comments were invited and formal mechanisms were provided to record input

anonymously,

The focus of the discussion was on mehodology rather than the pros and cons associated with particular

arenas. Furthermore, the Council directive to close six arenas and selecl sites for two new twin pads was

the starting point for discussion; the validity of this position was not open for debate. Nonetheless, at both

sessions, a number of individuals raised points about the arenas they were associated wilh and some

questioned the need to make changes in the arena supply. However, many also supported Gouncil's

direction to rationalize the supply of arenas in Kawartha Lakes.

Much of he discussion centred on points of clarification and elaboration, ln the discussion that follows, we

have only summarized points raised by the public that were relevant to the methodology. There were few

criticisms of the proposed study methodology or the criteria that were suggested for making decisions on

arena closures or twin pad sites, Generally, the public input supported the study approach.

The following were the key points raised with respect to the study methodology

Arena Scheduling Post Closure. Groups that had ice time at a particular arena for a number of years were

concemed if their arena closed lhey would have no opportunity to secure acceptable ice tima at another

arena because all of the best times would already be taken. lf this was going to be the case, they argued

some consideration should be given to the characteristics of the users that would be displaced in selecting

arenas for closure. However, it was noted that when an arena closes the ice schedules at all remaining

arenas will be reviewed. Consequently, all users would be on an "even footing" when ice was rescheduled,

While there is no guarantee a group will receive the same time slot as they had in the past, their need for

ice time would be accommodated and this was therefore not a valid consideration in selecting arenas for

closure.
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Ontario Minor Hockey League Regulations. Some of the existing minor hockey associations use ice time at

a single arena and felt this should be a consideration in selecting arenas for closure because "closing lhe

arena, was essentially eliminating their minor hockey organization", However, the fact that these users

would be absorbed in other organizations was not disputed, and while players would have to use another

arena, they were not restricted from playing hockey, This was not seen as a relevant consideration in

selecting arenas for closure,

Reglonal Markets,lt was suggested that arenas well located to serve a market in adjoining municipalities

should have a higher priority for retention, This argument was rejected for a number of reasons, The City's

responsibility is to serve Kawartha Lakes residents and the focus of lhe assessment should be the local

market, Further, there is no indication that a regional market exists for Kawartha Lakes ice time (ice time is

currently available at desirable times at competitive prices and it is not being booked by external groups).

Finally, even if a regional market could be identified, there is no longer term security for the City. Adjoining

municipalities could develop arenas to serve their residents and making decisions on future arenas on this

basis would be unwise.

Site Disposal Potential:. lt was suggested that priority for closure should be assigned to arena sites that

would command a high price from a private investor, This is a reasonable proposition if the site has no

ongoing value for recreation or another municipal use but there was no way in this study to operationalize

this criterion, At this point future municipal needs for public works yards, fire halls and other uses are

unclear and there is no reliable way of knowing the relative value of sites on the private market, While this

criterion was not used in our assessment, it may be a factor if additional information is available on specific

sites in the future.
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Appendix B

Aerial Photos of Sites Considered for Twin Pad
Development
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